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Produced by the NFPA, the popular National Electrical Code® 2005 Handbook CD-ROM contains the complete text of the 2005 edition of the NEC® supplemented by helpful facts and figures, full-color illustrations, real-world examples and expert commentary.  Loaded with more National Electrical CodeÂ® information than any other resource, the NEC Handbook on CD provides advanced search options so you access facts instantly.    An essential reference for students and professionals, this CD-ROM is the equivalent of an annotated edition of the 2005 NEC® that offers insights into new and more difficult articles in order to guide users to success in interpreting and applying current Code requirements to all types of electrical installations. A valuable information resource for anyone involved in electrical design, installation and inspection, the NEC® 2005 CD-ROM is updated every three years and provides 100% of the information needed to "meet Code" and avoid costly errors.   Delmar, a part of Cengage Learning is pleased to make this one-of-a-kind reference - containing the most widely accepted and most frequently used criteria for electrical installations in the U.S. - available directly from us for our customers who work in and around the electrical trades. It may be used independently and also makes an excellent companion to books and CD-ROM's in Delmar's best-selling electrical wiring series.  When it comes to getting answers about the 2005 NEC, let your PC do the legwork! The electronic Handbook includes a printed user's manual and tech support.    

       About the Author

National Fire Protection Association is a provider of fire, electrical, and building safety products and information.
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Fortify Your Sales Force: Leading and Training Exceptional TeamsPfeiffer, 2010

	How can organizations provide the right sales training to the right sales people at the right time? This book is filled with a diverse collection of case studies from top companies and provides a practical road map and the proven tools for organizations that want to implement a winning sales training program. The book offers helpful...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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Kingpin: How One Hacker Took Over the Billion-Dollar Cybercrime UndergroundBroadway Books, 2012

	Former hacker Kevin Poulsen has, over the past decade, built a reputation as one of the top investigative reporters on the cybercrime beat. In Kingpin, he pours his unmatched access and expertise into book form for the first time, delivering a gripping cat-and-mouse narrative—and an unprecedented view into the twenty-first...
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Molecular ComputingMIT Press, 2003
This text covers abstract principles of molecular computing and the building of actual systems. Topics include the use of proteins and other molecules for information processing, molecular recognition, computation in nonlinear media, and more.

The next great change in computer science and information technology will come from mimicking...
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The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic AccountsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Strategic accounts are your firm’s lifeblood: they play a critical role in  its success or failure. The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts is  filled with best practices and examples of how to intelligently manage key  interactions and relationships with these vital accounts—for greater loyalty,  higher profitability,...
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Neonatal Cranial UltrasonographySpringer, 2007

	An exhaustive treatment of a phenomenon that causes family tragedy worldwide, this book fills a major gap in the current literature. Despite advances in neonatal care, neonatal cerebral injury remains a major cause of morbidity, mortality and disabilities. Cranial ultrasonography provides information on brain maturation in the (preterm)...
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